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Boundary My skin is an illusion, a protection and a shelter when I am holding together, and then a disappear-
ing membrane when my content is ripped open, my bursting energy unleashing. 
Living organism I continuously morph, from one state to another, but I hold my own time and space –freezing 
time, escaping space, fomenting layers of stories, notably related to botany, trade and politics.
As a vessel, I am defined by movement and live embedded in a history of displacement, circulation and trans-
plantation. I have always been navigating endlessly, my journey has no destination. I have been shaped by 
natural, raw, matter, strengthened and deteriorated by light, heat, wind, earth. Emerging from elements, I am a 
carrier of all sorts. I have been belonging to a history of humans encapsulating precious things to be preserved 
within my belly–precious things that I can hold tight or dangerously cage when I am a sealed recipient.
Hermetic My empty volume provides a micro in-vitro environment where new forms of life develop, uncon-
taminated, homogeneous, if we yield to the partial vision hinging on perceptible appearance. Permeable Both 
witness and agent, I am an envelope simultaneously in contact with an inner content and the outside world, 
embodying pervading encounters bound to manifest.
As a vessel, I engage with circular relations. I contain a territory; hold on landscapes, memories, stories, inheri-
tance and knowledge from my original home; and inseminate new parcels of land when my content is 
released, my knowledge transferred and appropriated. By turns, I am a blood vessel, seed vessel, botanical 
receptacle spreading seeds and species, and even conceptacle reproducing and fertilizing. At my expense, I 
have been entangled in ideological structures, shifting natural diversity and balance, unaware of my effects. 
But, whatever controversial results, I produce hybridity.

While the multi-layered stories carried by vessel are specific to certain contexts, they remain encompassing, 
shared narratives as like rhizomes they have happened elsewhere too, under different guises.
Revealing the impact of introducing new species into natural landscapes, the woven composition of A Hollow 
Full Thing (2019) taps into this common history of plants circulation and transplantation. Exploring the artificial 
landscape of Australia, resulting from the colonial appropriation of land and knowledge, Sarah Sandler arrang-
es works, of an evident tactile materiality, in a silent choreography. Seen from the window of Lokal-int, her 
installation allows for a non-penetrative gaze and presents "hollow full" hand-blown glass and skeletal earth 
sculptures replicating the predecessors of the flexible bag or hermetic container. Sandler warps their formal 
integrity through exposure to natural elements. In this, she confronts traditional and modern approaches to 
seed transportation and their exchange collapsing the resoluteness of systemic biological classification. 
Structuring the space are transparent suspended panels, emerging out of previous work I Speak Opuntia, You 
Speak Progress (2017). Made through a manual process of collage using ochre, soil and seeds of plant 
species introduced in Australia, the panels give a special quality to light and air.
Encapsulated within the space, all the fragments of Sandler's installation develop a symbiotic relation, 
being-with each other and finding their own rhythm. Repositories for imagination, they map a shattered 
territory and carry an irremediable sense of loss, permutation and knowledge of the lands they have crossed 
or belonged.

Sarah Sandler's layered practice investigates the entangled intra-actions of humans, biology and politics. She 
considers different ways of seeing through power structures, revealing the abilities of narratives to be instru-
mentalised in the construction of political ideologies and history building. Her upcoming film looks at the 
sharing of agricultural heritage, indigenous knowledge and native species' commercialisation, in the Austra-
lian context of monocultures. In summer, together with Innen Zines, she will release a selection of anthropo-
morphic drawings exploring the effects of insularity on floral biodiversity and bodies in Puerto Rico with the 
irruption of reproductive systems' valuation and capitalisation.
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